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Swallow: Experimental Poetry: A Symposium

EXP ERf M EN TAL POE TR Y:
A SYMPOSIUM
Edited by A Ian Swallow

INTRODUCTION· BY THE EDITOR
of spectacular effort have gone into the
.
,making of experimental poetry. I take it that yve are not sure there
is any othe~ experimental poetry besides this body of ~t; indeed, our custom
. is to use the concept experimental poetry with perhaps a tolerable· air of
agreeing what we mean, but wit4out. ~ny precise knowledge of what poetry it
points to.
Sometimes I think our period"is somew,hat analogous to that of Shakespeare, when the official" expressed criticism tended, to talk about a poetry
which was relatively little written. The relationship between Sir Phillip
Sidney's Defense of Poetry and Hamlet is hardly that of a good-critical
estimate of what is in the play. In the taverns and wherever the poets of
the time met, there must have been talk which was closer to the writing
of poetry which was being done. Nowadays our poets are more scattered,
. and only sporadically in th.e little magazines, in the Greenwich Villages and
Left Banks, or in groups gathered around a college or a magazine, has this
kind of talk ~een possible. Our official criticism has improve~ to m~e
surely the most explicit and satisfactory critical vocabulary ever achieved.
Yet even this criticiSm has been only partially h~lpful in ,?ringing us to terms
with experimental poetry of the day.
Many of the "established" experimental poets have contributed brilliant poems, but few have added to our critical knowledge of their work. If
~ the newer poets are to continue this w~rk, I think it would behoove them well
to know what it is they are continuing, extending, increasing, and to be able
to say it criti~lly. Henc~, I have wished to get together a brief. symposium
of what four of these people would say in trying to indicate the nature of
experimental poetry.
One significant consideration of experimental poetry has been contributed ~y those who relate it to 'past poetry. Their point of view is, I presume, indicated by Mr. Howells' notion of "revolution," that is, that much
can be learned about modern experimentalism, at least, in noting how it
shrugs off some trappings. of an iInnlediately preceding- poetry and returns
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to some fundamentals of a former poetry. This apparently was a premise
of Ezra Pound and the Imagists. And the critical point of view is most
valuably indicated in such works as Cleanth Brooks's Modem Poetry and
the Tradition and in a number of essays by T. S. Eliot and Allen Tate.
Surely this point of view is not quite sufficient, however. In reading
experimental poetry one must at some time note the differences' between
this poetry and any former work-tha~ the French Symbolists, the Imagists,
or any of the others, are not direct descendants of the metaphysicals or any
others but have injected a note of their own. The work spills over the cup
of poetry which we have made sensible with criticism. Valuable criticism
has been 'contributed by Yvor Winters, Allen Tate, R. P. Blackmur,
,Kenneth Burke, and others in an effort to bring our critical knowledge to
terms with our observable reading of poetry. One of these, at least, Mr.
Winters, has found that modern practices in experimental poetry demand
some new concepts in critical reading. ' He has not placed a large importance upon "experimental" as one of these. But continued use of the term
indicates a need to examine it more closely, a problem Mr. Harwell has
evidently set for himself, defining the term mainly by exclusion a~d coming
out with the feeling that the term has validity. Mr. Wolff has ,a similar
regard for the need for defining the term and for finding it useful.
One of the most significant experimental groups has been the Marxists.
With a set of concepts and a philosophy derived from studies usuany considered outside those of -literature-from philosophy,- economics, politics,
and history-and with a need to extend aesthetic sensibility and knowledge
. into heretofore little touched segments of human experience, the- Marxists
were essentially experimental in this notion, at least, of "extending" literary
activity. I hazard the opinion, also, that they might well have been more
experimental in extending the traditional modes of literary perception in
any way demanded by the new perc~ption or sensibility of the Marxist'
philosophy. I believe this is part of the charge Mr. McGrath makes against
Marxist criticism. Instead of examining experimental poetry from a Marxist viewpoint, he has taken the valu~ble liberty of examining Marxist
criticism from the viewpoint of the experimental poet who sees the need for
recognition within Marxist thought for experimental literary activity.
Ordinarily I suppose it is not just for an editor to enter into the discussion he has provoked. A part of the orjginal plan of this symposium as
suggested by Mr. Harwell and seconded by the others was that I should
attempt some critical examination of all four essays. Because of the length
of the project for magazine publication, however, I shall instead put down
a few remarks from my own point of view.
An analogy wit)l the present situation in poetry has, been attractive
to me for a number of years. An amusing trick question in a comprehensive
examination in English literature is to ask, "Why don't we have a course in
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the, poetry of the fifteenth century?" . The answer, of course, is that the!e.
wasn't any adequate poetry of the cen'tury. This answer ignores a good
bit of fine folk poetry, but it does serve to indicate the nature of the litefary
scene when 'the sixteenth century was opening. Carry-over from an older
poetry in the new century was mainly an effort by Stephen Hawes, Edmund
Spenser, and others. to keep alive the allegorical n~ative and the pastoral.
Language, insight, philosophy had changed, and a new poetic method was
evidently demanded. One of the first to jump into the breach was John
Skelton with a poetry which reminds.1pe very much of modem experime~tal·
practice and which W.H. Auden has found worthy of imitation. Skelton's
practice, however, was left still-born. From' the Continent Sir Thomas
Wyatt imported.a poetic method which was found more resourceful for
the needs of the siXteenth century, more resourceful in the sense that it
was more versatile and complete in communicating the sensibility and
insight being developed. Surely both Skelton a~d Wyatt were great experimentalists, both grasping new methods of Writing; the one grasped a method
which was judged, historically,· to have little sUrvfval value, and the other
grasped a method which was accepted, developed, and used by some of the
great poets in English.
. .
'
I have called this early sixteenth-century situation analogous with that of the modern period. But already it is apparent. that the analogy is faulty.
\Ve have had many revolutions in recent times and are surely within one
now, which I trust we may direct, but these are 'all within the shadow of
the Renaissance. Weare not usheted into-or. uspering into-a completely
new cultural milieu which· has no contact with the past. Many of us well
, . think that the grip of the past must be loosened more than it has been; yet
revolutionary thought of al~kinds today seems to be posited on use or some
old methodologies, in some Cases use of sbme aspects of our gIlture to change
other aspects (socia:I.institutions must change to fit.a changing and modem
world; economic institutions must change to mee,t the realities of productionj or whatever the proposal).
'
,
..
Response in the literary world has been various, according to the estimate of th~ situation. Perhaps it would 'not .be too false to..say. that. there
were three main estimates. One was that the traditions of English verse
were resourceful enough to meet the needS of modem sensibility. I must
judge this one of the most -appropriate responses, since close to a half of the
best modern poets made such an estimate, and since many of the "experimentalists," such as Eliot, Stevens, Pound, and Tate, have felt their practice
to be in many ways within the tradition and have depended up'On their
.
reading of the tradition for many elements of their practice.
A second response was that of "revolution," in Mr. Howells' use of the
term: to throw over qualities of late nineteenth-century verse to return
to some older practices, and to extend those practices' as need be. Proponents
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of this judgment of the situation are probably most numerous among poets
of some quality of recent years. They are usually called "experimental,"
and I think rightly, since their contact with the tradition was flickering,
frequently confined to certain resources abstracted from the traditio~, and
variously successful. They worked toward new combinations, extension 'of
their readings of the past, and development of new methods. New combinations, extensions of the old, new developments-all involved experimental
activity.
A third reponse was one of nearly complete experimentalism-finding
methods which were as new as possible. I am dealing with tenuous categories which in the end may not be very fruitful; yet one must distinguish
in the large between the experimentalism of Eliot, say, and the experimentalism of the surrealists or of Dylan Thomas; probably 'lNilliam Carlos
Williams and the "objectivists" are appropriately considered fully experimental, with little contact with traditional practice (unless one would
consider the practice of primitive poetry, merely because of its existence in
history, as a part of the tradition; similarities between the poetry of the
primitive peoples and modern experimen~alistsare evident, but I think they
are not there because the moderns were striving to imitate the methods of
primitive poetry).
Experimentalism in poetry, then, is ~vidently a "real" thing. Our most,
inclusive account of its methods in the modern period is that of Yvor
Winters under his terms "primitivism" and "decadence," But there is a
place for a more inclusive term historic,!lly and categorically, and that term,
aP1?arently, is to be "experimental," The term refers to two matters, so far
aSI can judge:
(1) Historically it refers to efforts to create new methodologies, new
technical resources for' perception and communication, and to the critical
test of these in the trial-and-error ,"laboratory" of writing a poem.
(2) In the modern period, this inclusive meaning of the term has not
fully been realized. In most cases it has referred to excerpting from th~
tradition, isolating certain resources of poetry and extending them into a
new context. This experimental effort has been justified in criticism by
a feeling that the "matter" of modern life required certain techniques to
handle it; that the poet had been isolated by the bourgeoisie and must
investigate the unsullied realm left to him; that the impact of science and
loss of faith had fractured the experience and created the dissociated sensibility. Whatever the drive or rationalization, modern experimentalism
has netted us possibly a very few new techniques of carry-over value to
later generations. But it has netted us some very fine poems-undoubtedly
several great poe~s-which are or' the sort which investigate on~ corner of
our experience with great ability; to say it another way, in these poems we
have a remarkable and permanent record of the dissociated sensibility.
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Thomas Howells
EXPERIMENTALISM IN LITERATURE, as I understand it, is the point of view
supporting the recurrent attempt to achieve a literary form or manner which
will be adequate fo~ the representation of.new insights and new outlooks not
implicit in older forms and manners. The fundamental postulate of experimentalism, I should think, is this: that the possibilities of expression by a
literary fomi are implicit in the terms and conditions of the form itself.
With increasing use, the possibilities, while not necessarily diminished, are
liable to be prejudiced. Originality-which I assume the experimentalist to
equate with creativity-is not likely in the latter stages of a form, whether
it be the periodic sentence, the heroic couplet, tIle novel of manners, or .the
characteristic diction of an- age, a cult, or a clas~. '
In his desire for newness, the experi!llental~st does not invariably assert
that existing forms are exhausted and unfavorabl~ to further achievement.
But the newness he. seeks is that of kinG, not of' ~!,ample.
The experimentalism I have been trying to .define is of the extreme,
one-hundred-per-cent variety. Literature has its partial experimentalists
just as politics has its partial revolutionists. And in poetry as in politics, the
more extreme one's position is, the less doubt thert:. is about it-at least with
regard to classification. No one would question that Finne.gans ,Wake is
experiment~l writing. In diction, in imagery, in arrangement, in the manners of connection-including intellectual and emotional connection-in
purpose and theme, the work is, constitutive oft,a/,kind and not exemplary.
But how many novas does it take' to constitute a 'kind; and once constituted,
how many further examples are required to make the kind traditional? Is
Kenneth Fearing an experimental poet, thirty years after Carl Sandburg?
By general report, Hopkins is an experimentalist and Robert Frost a
traditionalist. Yet is the total effect.pf Frost's poetry any closer to LOJ)gfellow's than Hopkins' is to Swinburne's or Sidrrey' Lanier's?
".
I think we would be better off in dealing with cases if we granted that
a poet may be at:t experimentalist in one or several of the elements that
make up the poem, and a traditionalist, with or without fervor, in the
others. This conception helps us understand ho\V likely it is that the same
people who would not have read Frost in 1910 '~~cause he didn't soun~;Iike
Emerson were reading him with enthusiasm .i~, 1930 because he sounded
more like Emerson then than T. S.Eliot did:·,. The rhythm of Hopkins'
poet!)' has a startling urgency about it which in the 1930's made'it seem as
new as Ezra Pound's. But Hopkins' diction is traditional-not to say archaic
-compared with Frost's. How are we to call Hopkins an experimental poet
and Frost a. traditional one unless we.,say that the test is solely one of rhythm?
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Is an experimentalist one who is habitually willing to gamble on the
expressiveness of a new form Does he seek to create new forms, or does
he simply improvise form on the spur of other necessities? Is he one whose
poems are exhibitions primarily of form, new form? The poets who played
at rondels and triolets at the end of the last century used content only to
. body forth their form. Were they not experimentalists only for the reason
that their forms were old, bearing the stamp of origin in another age?
Auden recently has used forms like the rondel-is he still an experimentalist?
These questions preceded in my own thinking the answers I was able-to
devise for them. I believe we can see what experimentalism is about if we
place it in critical relation to two other conceptual names for attitudes and
methods in the arts: tradition and revolution.
I should distinguish the revolutionary from the traditional in the following way. Revolution in literature is an attempt to extend the tradition
of letters by a recov~ry of its primary motive force and a reassertion of its
basic qualities. Revolution is historically protestant in its directions-it
seeks to recapture what has been lost or obscured in ~e sequence of events
and operations from an original source. The aesthetiC of the Renaissance
revealed this protestantism in its aims and standards. ~Wordsworth, another
innovator, sought to recover what had been lost to poetry, not to gain what
poetry had never had. The imagists and free versifiers of the 19 I 2 movement were also endeavoring to restore qualities which had abounded in a
golden age. These revolutionists went farther afield than their predecessors
-the golden age had many different locations, chronological and geographic; but the animating principle was the passion traditional to revolutionists: what had been lost must needs be found, what was basic must be
reasserted.
Experiment, I believe,." achieves work of permanent value when it
serves as a technique for the literary revolutionist; it becomes, I think,
strictly contemporary, a' random exploitation of blind alleys, when it
leaves the hand of the revolutionist and sets up a program of its own, when
it ceases to be the instrument of change and becomes the instrumentalist.
Self-sufficing, experimentalism achieves neither the old nor the new. It may
achieve. the unique, which having no referability and no power of attachment to "the past has likewise none for the future. The new is that which
stands in a recognizable sequence from the old. The genuinely new, I
believe, is most likely to come as the result of a search for the fundamental
undertaking in protest against the conventional.
As others have done, I would distinguish the conventional from the
traditional for the same reason that I have distinguished the experimental
from the revolutionary. The strictly converitional is no better fitted to
maintain the old than the strictly experiinental is to discover the new.
They do not so much advance their causes as,render· them insupportable.
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- Tradition is, I think, simply the 'principle of'continuity in the arts, as
in other activities of civilization. T. S.· Eliot has much the same conception.
I disagree only with his apparent idea that litera:e is a sort of investment
trust, sel£·fundingandself-perpetuating. It may He it. t.rust, but it is not self·
funding; and it has no unique power ofe survival which preserves it r:om
an oblivion which overtakes all other aspects of civilization. Literature is
never the only part o~ a civilization that survives. We know civilizations
which have survived in various ways but the relics of which do not include
any literature they may have had; yet we do not have any literature which
is the only extant relic of a civilization, unless one were to denominate ~e
Homeric age and the Periclean age as different civilizations-as I am not
. -; willing to do.
.
It is in their different solutions for the problem of communication that
I think we can see $e radical difference b;etween experiment !lnd tradition.
Experiment renders experience without classifying it; -tradition represents
experience by classifying it. \Vhich is right? ,I suppose the preference turns
on the questi~n of whether there are new experiences in a gener~tion of
literary experimentation or only new experiencers. Certainly no one would
deny that twentieth-century man has some experiences beyond the opportunity of man in Homer's century. But what about nineteenth-century man
and eighteenth-century man? Does the citizen' of our time have experiences
which are unique, entirely unconnected and unconnectable to theirs? I
should like to repeat my belief that whatever has 'no connection with the
past will prove to have the saJIe irrelevance to the future. The purely
unique in form would be the ptrrely contemporary in significance; its merit
would not be a valid question, for merit is an ;Ufair of continuity. .The most
that could be found out about the unique work of art, aside from its uniqueness, would be its functional relation to the unique conditions which gave
rise to it and the unique artist who achieved it.
.
I ~m not sure tItat I can accept the idea of pure uniqueness in the arts,
not after five thousand years of work in progress. Surely the difference
between Finnegans .Wake and the Book of the Dead is not one of unrelated,
unlikable objects. Both move in the domain of literature and draw their
significance from the renewable human experience whi~ gives content to
that domain.
If we deny that absolute uniqueness is possible in the arts, we then fall
back on partial uniqueness-and there ~ we had better give up the idea of
uniqueness altogether in favor of the unassimilable, the unattachable, the
contemporary. I should not admit the idea even of the purely contemporary, from an unwillingness to believe' that any contemporary event or
situatioR or work 'is, totally without relation to the past. A work of art may
be purely contemporary in its. duration, at least
the sense that it has no
-power of sel£-extension into the future of art. But we know enough of the
I
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shadowy life possessed by the host of Elizabethan writers who lie on the edge
of the outer darkness'" surrounding Shakespeare to understand what the
value of the "strictly contemporary" writer can be to' future times-that
is, enough survival value to make a penumbra out of an aura, given a sufficiently intense investigation.
In twenty years, more or less, of concern with poetry, I have seen its
modernism s~ccessively oriented toward the Greek, Latin, and medieval
_ poets, the Elizabethan poets, the metaphysical poets, and now, currently, the
Augustan poets. There have been side excursions into French, Chinese,
and Italian periods; but this ranging in cultural geography has been subor,dinate to the recapitu!ation of cultural time. This modern revolt from the
conventional in poetry is productive of permanent worth, I think, in so far
as it seeks to reassert the fundamental and thus to extend the traditional. I
believe that a considerable part of the experimentalism in the modern movement, omitting some of its slogans, has been productive of worth by being
revolutionary in the sense I have discussed. The part which has been
experiment for experiment's sake is smaller than a recent judge like Karl
Shapiro, surveying the scene in his Essay on Rime, seems to believe. There
is, on first thought, a singular discrepancy in that Essay between the praise
Shapiro bestows-rightly, I feel-on indiy~.dual poets like Eliot and the contumely he heaps upon the movements· he finds them to represent. But
when I realize that Shapiro is choosing between experiment for experiment's
sake and experiment for poetry's sake-and the sake of all it can mean to
man-the discrepancy turns out to be a discrimination.
At the start of these remarks I said that a basic belief of experimentalism is that the possibilities of expression -by a form are inherent in the form.
I believe that, with some reservations about the nature of "inherence"; but
I do not believe that the creation of a new form necessarily changes the
possibilities of expression or even increases them. New forms do not mean
new expressiveness necessarily-that depends in large part on the one who
does the expressing and on what he has to express. A poet can, God knows,
be just as trite in free verse as in a sonnet. New expressiveness comes when
a new poet, having something new to express, succeeds in doing it. He may
use or make a new form in the process; but the newness of his fOrIn is
ancillary, not primary, to the newness of his creative act. Not all new forms
are inherently well expressive of new good things; some are very possibly
inherent with bad expressiveness of bad things, and old bad things at that.
As the experimentalist would equate creativity with originality, I
. would equate it with authenticity.. That equation makes me a traditionalist, I suppose, in experimental eyes. But personally I feel more inclined to
revolution, the protestantism of the arts.
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CONSIDERATlONS ON THE SCOPE OF ,EXPERIMENTAL
POETRY
-i}

Meade· Harwell
IT IS A CHARACTERISTIC of our time; in its confusion, that the development of
poetry away from its tradition, while looked upon as v~id activity and even
anticipated as inevitable, has nevertheless been objected to as it has taken
its "experimental" step. Ironic, too, is the fact that the reader, even while
taking pride in his "openmindedness," has tended oftentimes to regard the
departure from the traditi,on as illegitimate. For while recognizing the
legitimacy of "experimentalism" as a method of discovery in scientific procedures, the reader, impressed with the general skepticisJIl of the scientific
method, has exercised the cautions of "suspended judgment" upon a
phenomenon which has appeared strange in the ligltt of his previous reading ,exp~rience. The advantages of inconclusive experiment and suspended
judgment in science have been fully extolled. Less emphasis has been made
upon the probability that tendencies resul,ting from "suspended judgment"
'lead ~o. intellectual sJoth, indifference" and the inability to make any decisions or name any preferences. Regardless, the effects of skepticism have
registered with the reader of modern ,experimental poetry. Thus, the dis..
crete result: the reader, con~itioned into trained obedience, accepts the
,traditional, familiar statement in poetry, ,refers the experimental poem to
a later pronunciation, or, if it is seemingly "vague," "too new," "strange," or
the like, rejects it as an unrealized and incommunicable result.
But part of the difficulty has also been with'the creator himself. In
his zeal to manifest the "new," or to place the processes of change into
adequate poetic synthesis,! he has profoundly diverged from the tradition of
poetry which, in its expression, was more nearly a"continuum of ideas and
modes of structure; at least up to the time of the IInagists. In consequence,
poetry has at times appeared, if new, almost polar to the traditional aspects,
and frequently beyond the comprehension of the ,.reader. As Yvor W~nters
has illustrated in Primitivism and Decar1ence~ modern experimentalism can
lead to obscurity if not consciously constrained from a too rampant and
arbitrary use of modern techniques. "It goes without saying that the
presence of o:J>scurity has tended to deter much appreciation of experimental
poetry which would otherwise have been investigated to the point of yielding its final meaning.
But the experimental creator who is obscure cannot be condemned
more than the modern critic-exponent of modernist poetry. For quite often
1 "Adequate" in the modem sense has involved in general a simultaneity of symbolic
activity, implications on the Self which are Freudian in tenqency, intellectualism, intellectualized mysticism, urbanish rhetoric, evocative subtlety of expression, 'a' tendency toward
abstract statement.
.
,
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the latter has appeared to follow uncritically in the wake of the creator
rather than to act as a guard against the tendency of the poet to set forth an
uncompleted act in the poem itself. Any explanation of this fact is inevita·
bly. oversimple; yet part of the problem certainly lies in the critics' examina·
tion of structural parts of the poem rather than its structural entity as a
poem.2 A part of the difficulty lies in the general lack of closely accurate
measurements by which a poem may be examined and related-rather than
its present-day demonstrations, for instance, as a convenience of personal
taste, as a cultural derivative, asa psychological phenomenon, or as a
synthesis of intellectualist ideas. This is not to suggest that, in search for
the constant, inclusive measurement, one should return to the Humanist
equation based on aromantic-classical dichotomy. It is possible' that examination of poetry on this basis will ultimately prove ineffectual and too
simple for the complexities of poetic criticism. But it is to suggest, as negative inference, that, insofar as the poem is examined in terms of touchstones, paradoxes, tensions, or as a dynamic, a mystique, or the like and insofar as these terminologies are· investigated at the expense of the poem's
accomplishment as a structural, communicable entity, there must be as well
the inevitable tendency to accept the poem that fulfills the search of .one's
particular and fragmentary fancy, rather than the poem in which structural
accomplishment is complete. A basic irresponsibility of judgment, regardless of the critic's personal integrity, must be the result. And such, criticism
becomes indeed a rationalization of particulars in art, with corresponding
effects on experiment in poetry, r3:ther than an explanation based on a
rigorous and inclusive inspection.
The instances of such criticism are available almost daily to the reader.
Thus one reads the sage prediction that Hart Crane's poetry represents a
fundamental cosmic Oneness with his times and will someday be too clear
rather than obscure as now. s Wallace Fowlie, in a statement on St.-J. Perse,
writes that "without possessing the architecture of Dante's realms, the realms
of St.-J. Perse are the site of the modern voyage. The realms of Dante
narrate the epic of theology. The realms of . . . Perse narrate the poem of
4
a spiritual quest
. which never defines itself. . Granted the correctness of Mr.
2 This fact has been perhaps most recently dramatized, as effectively perhaps as by any
past group, by the Neo-Aristotelian group of R. S. Crane, Norman MacLean, and Elder
Olsen at the University of Chicago. And it is RPssible, as Kenneth Burke.suggests in Accent
(Winter, 1943), that herein may be the egress from such dilemma of criticism.
S This paraphrase refers to Waldo Frank's introduction to The Collected Poems of Hart
Crane. It is not certain. just what Mr. Frank's definition of Htpo clear" denotes, but it is
reasonably safe to state that one of the things which it cannot mean is that the poem will
ever exist as a completed creation. It is possible that time may produce an amalgam estimate of The Bridge which will stand in estimate of its communicable qualities. But this will
hardly be adequate, nor will any other device which resides outside the demonstrations of
the poem itself. Crane, as a visionary, was an inchoate conceptualist. His theme, though
realized in part, remains an inspired, unrealized emanatio~ in other parts, and in final
•
projection falls short of indubitable communication.
4 Wallace Fowlie, "The Poetic Tradition of St.-J. Perse," Chimera, Summer, 1944.

a
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Fowlie's statement, it must be ~dded that in the mitIst of the poet's imaginative rhetoric one observes a definite limpness of impact due to too much
undefined unarchitectural voyage. To take- still another instance, Lawrence
Hart discusses the effect of "distoration" in poetry as practiced by his Activist
group: "Their content-especiallY,that of Miss [Rosalie] Moore's poem-is,
not supposed to focus until a~ter 'a number of readings. (Of course the
writer needs to make such a poem interesting enough' so it will be pleasing
to reread it until it focuses. )"5 Perhaps Mr. Hart should indicate the
number of times such a type of poem should be read. Thus he would
provide the reader with at least a clue ~to when he might reasonably expecc
to arrive at a grasp of the poem. The assignment of a definite reading
period would be no more sophistical than his assumption that a poem
should arbitrarily n~t have "to focus" 'until 'after several readings. Needless
to say, to secure "distoration" in poetry by such a device is to reduce poetry
to' a final and deathful obscurity, for it is' probabfy true that no poem can
ultimately survive that is not written with the ideal of sensible communication in any and all readings.
These examples are merely illustrative of the situations that exist, and
perhaps inevitab~y so, when poe~ at any time attempts to step so boldly
from an accepted periphery of statement. On the othe~ hand, in suggesting
certain deficiencies, one must observe that the experimental impulse in
poetry has'resulted in an extraordinary heightening of expression in poetry,
and has literally se~ed the modern po~tic temper.ament in some of its most
talented manifestation. It is of less wonder, in consequence, that in' criticism of the negative aspects of experimentalism there has often been a
tendency to associa,te with experimentalism many failures in poetry whi.ch
are not exclusively of an expernnental type. At'least one reason for this.. has
been the neglect of the profound relevance of traditional poetry in"the
modern scene. Any use of the "experimental" presupposes a relative
existence of the "traditional" in poetry, as the alternative for comparison
and analysis; a~d traditional poetry as such has be~n much more relevant in
the modem affair of poetry than as- a m~re historical. influence from another
generation. A further reason has been that, in th~ general tendency to
associate all modern poetry with the experi~ental" there has been a correlative failure to establish specific .poiIits of demarcation betweenexperimental and traditional poetry, a fact that has automatically made all experimentalism the sufferer-for instance, of the charge of beipg "inchoate." Of
course, it is not. certain that such a deIJ;larcation can be accomplishe4. The
methods that we have, either of science or of the more qualitative impressionism, of literary critics, are not supremely satisfactory for the purpose.
, It is reasonably certain that variant' attitudes toward experimental
poetry will continue, as well as attendant confusions on the suJ:Uect, until
5

Lawrence Hart and others, "Ideas of Order in Experimental Poetry,"
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more cogent understandings are established of the relation between the
experimental and the traditional. And probaqly any- attempt to criticize
these confusions will be negligible in result. Still it is of some relevance to
attempt an examination of a few of the challenging aspects of the attitudes
upon the subject that prevail. Perhaps ~y the attempt a more approximate concept of the nature of experimental poetry may be obtained, and
indeed a greater awareness of the relation of experiment in poetry to the
tradition. There are, then, four prominent attitudes which may be examined. Although they by no means offer a cqII1plete representation in regard
to the subject, perhaps they will at least illustrate some of the pro~lems
involved.
I.

Experimental poetry is an obscure and / or incomplete poetry.

This criticism exhibits a characteristic tendency to accept a part as
indicative of the whole, as well as to relate the difficult-to-understand with
the obscufe. Perhaps even more importantly, it is relatea with that aspect
of scientific experiment which is an incompleted effort. Modern experimental poetry can be and is, on occasions, obscure and incomplete. But the
statement is applicable also to almost any modern traditional poetry. The
critic must realize that no poetry, experimental or traditional, can exist if it
functions merely as obscure or incomplete poetry, and that if experimental
poetry were indeed to be characteristically obscure and incomplete it would
be doomed to ultimate failure as expression. Likewise, in using the term
"experimental," one must see this poetry as something beyond the experimental process of the laboratory in which conclusive results have not yet
been ascertained. All poetry may be described as laboratory experiment in
the sense that the essential process of determination of word, structure, and
final conception represents a series of trial efforts. Experimental poetry is
capable of completed statement just as the laboratory is capable of producing a' completed ~xperiment; being thus capable, it has potentialities of
something more than the inchoate or incomplete.
An incomplete poetry represents a failure of sensibility or of sensitivity,
or of both,6 and sometimes incorporates obscurantist elements asa part of
the failure. Its incompleteness may be technical, intellectual, or emotional.
Obscure poetry is more directly a failure of sensibility, a case in which the
poem has failed as a communicative judgment and exists instead as a dangling, semi-understood, provocative, unrealizable thing to be examined, reexamined, variously interpreted, and never encircled with a generally
8 By sensibility is meant the intelligence and dynamic force of the poem, tile elements
of rational communication by which the poem achieves meaning to the reader-the underlying definitiveness of a poem which makes it a completion and an entity. By sensitivity is
meant the refining emotives of a poem which place the sensibility of the poem in its
exact status by imagery, words, and symbology. Sensibility and sensitivity in a poem are,
of course, interlocked and indispensable to each other as form and content are, in their
popular me~ning, in a definition of what is contained in a poem.
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accepted meaning.. Shakespeare failed to give sUfli~t~nt ~eference for all his
sonnets, and, as previously mentioned, Hart Crane's The Bridge possesses
onJyllJragment sensibility. Eliot's "The Waste Lan~" has not yet come into
.the completed experience of general reader-understanding, and it is possible
that parts of it will not do so simply because Eliot has evocativized in part
beyond the denotativ~ action necessary to sustain it.•: The distinguished fail:me of modern poetry has been its failure of sensibility. 'Where this -failure
has occurred in experiment, it has involved an inchoate or obscure experimentation; and as experimentalism has participated in this inchoate obscurity, it has eliminated its potentialities as accomplished experimentation. The
modern experimentalist has the privilege of his experiment; but the obscurity
or incompleteness of it will derive largely from the extent of his awareness of
poetry, his strength of intellect, and l)is ability to sUrvive the trap of mQd@m
chaos.
.T hat this can be done is suggested by past poets-Crashaw, Donne,
Dryden, Hopkins-whose works were experiments in statement in their own
ages. In modern times experimentalism has been a completed effect consist,endy; thus, in T. S~ Eliot-"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," "The
Hippopotamus," "Ash-Wednesday"; in John Peale Bishop-"Speaking of
Poetry," "And When the Net Was Unwound Venus Was Found Ravelled
with Mars," "In the Dordogne"; in W~. H., Auden-parts of "Songs and
Other Musical Pieces." It is one of our failures of judgment that if a poem
-appears 'fresh and original but also unfinished, it is then likely t9 be denominated exper~mentaland a failure. The .reader should naturally know the
relation of inchoate poetry to experimentalism in poetry, but it is probable
that we read with less identificatiqn of the poem in relation to its influences
and to a tradition than we should. Indeed~ it is more probable that we
complete our examination of poetry precisely at the point where it should
f::ommence-that
with the question of whether
not the work possesses
•sufficient creative power and originaJity to warrant its being read. But ,to
enjoy a poem to its completest manifestation it is desirable to go further,
and at least one direction-is the identification of ,ts- originality in accordance
with its experimental or traditional impetus, and ,the continued examination of it as a poem until its merits, and deficiencies, are unassailably known
and related. To do less is to encounter the consta~t danger of m~appraisal,
not only on the above grounds, but also a misappra;isal of the experiment,
which may be simply a more intelligent work than a reader can manage~
The man of genius demands an intelligent audience' to "apprehend th~ levels
of his complexity Qrought into a complete understanding. It is quite
possible, when~ tenDs are applied so loosely as the tenns "obscurity" and
~'incompleteness" are today, that aU poetry, and eX:perimental poetry in
particular, will continue to be labeled by these terms with undiscriminating
rapture.

is:
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Experimental poetry is necessary to poetry but remains an essentially
fragmentary st~tement.
The statement to follow, a rather typical folkway, was made by James
Laughlin in "Editor's Notes," New Directions VIII: "Our effort·has been,
and always will be, to foster and cherish the principles of experimentation or
variation from the norm, and original, if sincere, self-expression. Without
these forces· the writing of any period is liable to go very dead and dry.
They are not terribly important as ends in themselves but are very necessary
to the overall health of a culture. You 'might liken them to one of those
mysterious chemical substances which must be present in the bloodstream
to ktlep it virile; by itself the substance would never nourish the body, and'
yei. without its action the blood would fail in the job too."
'It is ironic that this statement, representing a very decent attitude
t~ward experimentalism, is symbolic as an~ inchoate statement in itself. For
instance, Mr. Laughlin endows experimentation with "principles," which
is thus to grant it capable of possessing entity, and with a horizon defined
as "variation from the norm." Yet he qualifies the "principles" of existence
with the conclusion that "they are not terribly important ends in themselves" and are mainly necessary as regenerative influences· on the "overall
health of a culture."
It is, of course, anyone's privilege to allot to experimental poetry such
importance as he sees for it; but it is also quite possible that to consider
experimental poetry in such a manner as Mr. Laughlin has is to blight it
practically to extinction. Experimental poetry, if considered on the basis of
the individual poem, has oftentimes been an entity' of expression in the
mod~rn scene; thus, T. S. Eliot's "Prufrock," Wallace Stevens' "Peter
Quince at the Clavier." And while it can and does, if one cares to see it thus,
"nourish the body" of poetry (minimumly and maximumly, depending on
the situation in which it is being written), it is capable of making a profound
contribution to poetry in excess of the tradition. Poetry, if it is regarded
on the traditional-experimental basis, is then the structure of both the traditional and the experimental. 1t is possible, furthermore, that the terms
exist, as Mr. Laughlin suggests indirectly, as judgments beyond a time
consideration, each individuated from but related"to the other, and finally
contributory to the form and content of a poem by its usage of experimental
or traditional properties. Thus E. E. Cummings is quite experimental in
that his originality of expression is innovative rather than traditional;
which is to say that while remaining within the scope of poetry he achieves
a mode :which is distinguishable from traditional po~try and cannot be
contained successfully.in it.
One final remark of Mr. Laughlin should be observed. I refer to his
association. of "original, if sincere, self-expression" with experimental statement. This attitude appears to evolve out of the tendency to associate
2.

<
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- original creativity as automatic experimentation. The statement is but a
. half-truth at best, and the alternative, as related to traditional creativity,
is probably more close to the truth. Shakespeare's sonnets are', original
self-expression, as ar~ T. S. Eliot's "Ash-Wednesday," Karl Shapiro's
"Seyros," Wallace Stevens' "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle," Keats' "Ode to a
Grecian Urn," W. H. Auden's "Canzone" ("When shall we learn what
should be clear as day"), and Hart,Crane's "For the Marriage of Faustus and
Helen." But obviously these do not fit collectively into the experimental
or into the traditional mold. The fact is that original "self-expression" is
both or either depending on the properties of its originality. A fresh or
original poem may include experimentation but -does not necessarily have
to in order to be crec~.tive. Experimentation, -on the other hand, in necessadly involving creative actiwty, becomes a fresh and original aspect of the
creative process while not becoming a component pari of. all creativity.
Experimentalism establishes a new yista of creativity, in which case it is
fresh and original as well. Meanwhile, ~esh and original creativity may
, also find a representation in the more familiar, vista' 'of 'the traditional. This
difference is important, for' today, ,though the period ip. its relation to, the
poetic tradition 'appears to be dominantly experimental, there are many
poets, such as Karl Shapiro, J. V. Cunningha.m,,Randall Jarrell,Yvor
Winters, and Allen Tate, whose writing is c'r~ative btlt fundamentally or
completely non-experimental.
;. "All poetry is experimental poetry/'T

This statemellt of Wallace Stevens 'upon first observation appears to
burgeon with truth; a second observation betrays the" fact, however, that
the statement can mean anything, perhaps eyerything, and as, a final state- .
ment represents an attitude of 'almost complete nihilism toward poetry.
For the statement,is, in practical application, too siIpple, too over-inclusive,
, and leads ultimately 'to more confusiQn.than realization of concept. An
equivalent-a better one, but still insufficient-is to invoke the Aristotelian
definition of poetry as an act of catharsis. However, the implications of a
position such as Mr. Stevens' have offered a certain attraction to critics
and readers whose concept of poetry is essentially pragmatic. .As, such, then,
it should be examined for what.ever value it may have.
Offhand, the statement may be approached in two ways: (1) as a statement by the creat~r who, in the act of composition, senses the flux 'and flow of
phenomena which compose a poeJll; and (2) as a statement by the reader
who senses the "difference" of any poem fr«;>ID its predeceS'sors. ~
In the first case, the assumption apparently is that ea~ poem presents
its. own' drama-of.creation; hence no two poems involve"the same pr-oblem
of form, and therefore each,poe~ represents an adventure of creation, iden,

1

7 Wallace- Stevens, "Poetica Materia," View, 2nd Series. NO·3. 1942.
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tified as an experiment#which continues until the poem is completed. This
view# although reasonably valid in regard to the p.oem's creation# must
<fail as a statement regarding poetry. 'We cannot call all poetry experimental
if the term is to have any definitive meaning. Even assuming a latitude
for subjective creative processes# the poet customarily creates within a
tradition# within# that is# a cultural milieu which in its strength tends to
influence the poet sometimes to the point of restraint even of his natural
Jtalents. And even though subjectively the poem may undergo an extraor'.Uinary rearrangement of properties# the actualized poem is more likely
to illustrate a traditional rather than an experimental impulse. Karl
Shapiro an4J. V. Cunningham are two modern poets who# although differing in ideas on poetry# are still both modern in temp.erament while tending
toward the traditional rather than the experimental in poetry. On the
e other hand, Stevens and W. C. Williams, modernists in temperament and
statement# write characteristically in a mode of experimentalism.S To
conclude, all.poetry must be judged by its actualized historical realization,
a~d any judgment made which is contingent principally on the subjective
processes of the poem can result only in chaos.
Nor can the statement be sustained from the reader's point 9f view,
the second possibility enumerated above. Every reader# probably because
of the modern stress on individualism and the statistical stress of quantities
at the expense of the qualitative# is prone to consider every poem as new
or different# hence as an experimental gesture. The problem lies, as in the
case of the creator# in the confusion of a uniqueness of the poem with its
possible status as experimental poetry. Every poem has the effect of uniqueness. But uniqueness is# so to speak, the effect of completion of the poem.
The poem is the communicable structure speaking its unique message in its
particular mode. As such# it is related to the experimental or traditional
properties which dominantly inhabit the structure of its uniqueness. But
neither the quality nor the poem# the vessel of the quality# is rigidly
restricted to the experimental as a mean~ of final expression# and indeed
the uniqueness as either experimental or traditional is finally known only
upon the completion of the poem as statement. Every" poem has the privilege of being experimental at its time of creation. It is more likely' to 'be
traditional. It will alway be, unconditionally, unique. And the reader's
W

8 It would be of interest to be able to relate Mr. Stevens' statement to his own manner
of creation. An inspired poet. he symbolizes the search of the e~perimentalist for e~pres
sion. Unquestionably an enormous amount of experimentation must occur within Mr.
Stevens before any poem is ever written by him. It is an important correlate that Mr.
Stevens is, as well. one of the most aware poets of our time. His handling of metrics, of
textures, the insinuative obliqueness which he projects, all represent one of the most
skilled objective treatments of poetry. A point of interest would be to document the
relation of one's awareness of his art and its tradition with experimentalism. It is probably
true that no experimental poetry is more than mediumly successful without a supreme
--objectivity in knowledge of relationships of the experiment to the .tradition.
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feeling of "difference" inay ultimately be more profitably used in his gaining
an awareness of this fact than by any arbitrary assignment of "difference:'
unanalyzed, to experimentalism in poetry.

The experimental and the traditional are disparate dements in poetry.
Any absolute interpretation of this statement is of course impossible.
If the experimental were completely apart from the traditional there would
. be no basis of their comparison. Nevertheless the statement has a pertinent
implication in the modern mind largely because of the tendency to make
experimental and traditional differences the correlatives of the Humanist
di~ision of poetry into romantic and classi,cal disparates. Such a classification
of poetry has perhaps been exhausted and abandoned by the more serious
critics. Still the classification carries on, largely. as a remnant of an old
memory in judgme~t, and more 'Seriollsly as eviden~e o~ the fai1~e to
devel~p other classifications of poetry bas~d on the poem as an object. The
result-the pairing of the romantic and classical classification with the
experimental ,and traditional ones-is probably more unconscious than not.
Still, since it does persist, it should be briefly considered..
- At least two basic differences in the two classifications exist:

f' 4.

(1) The judgments on ,romantic and classical classification represent a
specific assignment of values independent of trends.in poetry. The experimental and traditional classification is a more flexible concept, involving
judgments considerably bound to trends in a particular period.
o

~

.

(2) The former represents a division of poetry into a classification the
values of which ar~ regarded as absolute, timeless, and polar. The latter
is more accurately ilosited as differentiations from each other, rather than
polar in relationship, aI\d as variant values in time.9
. From the vantage of modern poetry, which is probably always the
period in which traditional and experimental rrelationships are the mo.st
active and prominent for <;ritical dis~ssion, the absence of dichotomy is
striking. Thus one witne~es in Eliot's "Ash-Wednesday" a tra~itional
theme (worship, confessional, attitudes of humility and adoration) and
an experimental structure (metrics, imagery); or in Carol Ely Harper's
"Sunday Morning Service," a traditional theme (backwoods country Sunday preacher with attendant scene of Sunday School and members), and fln
experimental structure and symbolism (punctuational devices, free verse~
use of attendance chart as nuclear symbol); or in E. E. Cummings' poem
"LII," in One Times One, a traditional structure and theme (sonnet form,·
constant flux of Mind in contrast with changelessness of the form of Beauty),
and experimental devices (arbitrary conversion of.' verbs into nouns,
~

.

9 The variant in value must be allowed until its more serious but still unknown plausibility as an ab~lute may be known. Some further mention will be made of this later in
the essay.
.

..
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,decapitalized sent~nces, variations on traditional usage of adjective and
conjunction).
, The experimental is in constant process of building from the status
quo of the traditional toward its own uniqueness. .At no time, however,
does it ever depart completely from the tradition. In fact, it ~ is a closer
observation to state that its development is so gradual and stu!D-bIing that
its removal from the tradition is almost inscrutable. There are moments
when the experimental trend may be heightened extraordinarily. Thus,
today, with the semi-collapse of morality, the redefinitions of conduct by
Freud, the extensio]:l of scientific and social fact, the investigation into the
psyche, a new war, changes in educational concepts, an inevitable extravaganza of eXpCrimentation may be predicted in continuation of the experimentation that has already occurred. For it is probably true that experimentalism in poetry is an associate of cultural ex~rimentation in the same
period. Likewise, it is even probable that any experimentation in poetry
may be measured by the intensity of fermentation and the dominance of
chaos and dilemma over the alternative status of social stability. It is
probable, finally, that in the extremities of such social fermentation experi-'
.mental poetry will tend in part, as today, to become a potential rather than
an actualization. But this statement cannot "be a complete truth: the
creator is constantly faced with the requisition of his own decision in a
poem and, regardless of the period, is to be held culpable for the performance of his work. No period is free from confusion. The major experi-~·
mentalist, and traditionalist, pierces through the chaos, out of the dilemma,
into entity. Within the determinism of. any period lies the face of the
individual's own identity and will.
Generally, then, this discussion suggests that experimental poetry is
capable of considerable expansion from its present interpretation-in its
relation to originality, to the creative process, and to its actualization as a
completed work. Likewise, the essay suggests that, by the fact that experimentalism can lead to a completed act, it possesses legitimate entity as a
process of art, correlate with and perhaps even parallel with 'concepts of
traditional poetry. And, finally, it suggests that "experimental" and "traditional" effect a logical division in poetry which possesses marked capacities
as a sociological and historical introduction to poetry on a systematic basis,
. and that the terms are to be recommended as a potential "system" for discussion of other criteria in poetry.
Certainly a necessary consequence of any consideration of poetry on
such a basis must be an acceptance of experimental activity as more than a
fragmentary phenomenon which is catalyst and servap.t to the tradition.
But whether such is possible should not be decided until a fuller measure of
poetry has been made as to its experimental-traditional properties, to
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determine if experiment's projection in ,poetry is as great as it seems to be
today. .Further, it would seem advisable to test the potentiality of experi~entalism's efficacy as a universal conc;ept. Certainly as a psychological urge
to new expression: experimentalism has peen a part of any change that has
occurre~ through all the $teps of civilizations, and the experiment as an
implicit molle of the scientific method is by n'bw unassailablyjustified. As
well, perhaps, there are -aspects of poetry€ in the past which may be describeeJ
best by the term. Thus Hopkins' "Windhover" remains after fifty years an
experiment in poetry. And Crashaw, as Yvor Winters has suggested, could
gain added identity if examined as an eXP,erimental poet. The research for
such an investigation through all or-'even a part of ,poetry would be a quite
extended labor. But its results, could be quite profound as well.. And
conceivably it could result in an ideal of systems: a system in which the
particular and .~the general in poetry may become resolved into something
coherent and logical rather than th:~ thousand-meaninged tangents which
,characterize the approach to poetry today.

A THEORY OF DEALING WITH EXPERIMENTAL POETRY

, KUrt

H~

Wolf]

in which one may deal with experimental poetry.
One can, first, word it~ exemplify it, embody it, that is, write-as an experimental poet, not about experimental poetry. Second and third, one can
write about experimental poetry, but in two ways which are often mixed:
interpreting it immanently, from the inside; and interpreting it transcendentally 'or extrinsically or socio-historico-culturally-from the outside.
Fourth, one can write, as I am doing, about the way to write about experimental poetry, suggesting a progra.mof dealing with the phenomenon or
would-be phenomenon, or of trying to locate it.
,
Obviously, any product written oy an experimental poet in that capacity is an exemplification, a wording, an embodiment of experimental
poetry. But what is an experimen~l poem, who is an experimental poet?
Is he who says 'so one? Or is he so. classified by others?' Originally (hi~.
torically), probably the latter; and .subsequently, that is, after the formulation had been furni~hed, some poets declared themselves experimental.
It follows that it is impossible to be aware of, or to recognize, an experime~tal poeD;l or poet without either an original definition or, in case. a
definition' already exists, a classificatory step. In either case, immanent
interpretation is involved-as an original enterprise (as a definition: "this
ought to be called experimental poetry because ... ," and now you
e?,plain, define, interpret), or as consent; qualificat~on, or negation (as a
classificatory step: "yes, since this is such and such, it falls under the category
THERE ARE FOUR ¥QDES

'-9'
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of experimental poetry," or "to this extent, this is experimental poetry, but
on the other hand . . . /' or "no, since this is not such and such, it does
not fall under the category of experimental poetry"). Which leads to the
second mode of dealing with experimental poetry, immanent interpretation.
Immanent interpretation of 'experimental poetry is the attempt to
define its "nature," its "essence," its place within the development of poetry,
showing poetic influences acting upon and from it (intra-poetic interpretation as part of immanent interpretation); or, if the interpretation is of an
individual experimental poet or a group of them, it includes a study of their
syntax, grammar, -vocabulary, style, influences, and attitudes, and many
other features as revealed in their poetry, but all found within and through
, their work, that is, without going outside and drawing on outside sources
for elucidation. For instance, Meade Harwell's definition of.experimental
poetry, except for the last sentence, is an example of immanent
interpretation:
By experimental poetry, we refer not to the forniless inchoate verse which, .if
experimental, is likewise immature in project and a failure aesthetically. We refer
to the poetry, rather, which is innovative, or even a discovery, and whose effort is
completed. Likewise, we define experimental poetry historically as poetry which
in its newness is comparatively unknown to the reading public, and is not yet in
the mainstream of the poetic tradition.-Experiment, I (April, 1944).

In the first two sentences of this definition, Mr. Harwell states that experimental poetry is not, and is; but merely by way of classifying types of poetry
("inchoate" vs. "innovative," etc.). But in the last sentence, he sets experimental poetry in relation with phenomena outside itself and outside poetry
in general, namely, with a given historical moment ("newness") and with
certain sections of the population ("reading public") from which the poet
comes or to which he-at least potentially-addresses himself. Thus, the
last sentence is an example of socio-historico-cultural interpretation. Which
leads to the third mode of dealing with experimental poetry, transcendent
interpretation. .
Transcendent interpretation of experimental poetry is the attempt to
explain or understand the results of its immanent interpretation in social
or historical or cultural terms; that is, in terms of the "social backgrounds"
of the author, or group or school of authors, concerned (family, class, socioeconomi<,: status, occupation, education, social, political, religious affiliations,
etc.) and of hypothetically outstanding features of. his or their society
(classes, power distribution, political. structure, etc.); in terms of the poet's
or poets' "culture" (attitudes, beliefs, values, knowl€~ges, etc.) and of hypothetically outstanding features of the culture of their society (for examplein ours-anxieties, competition, materialism, return to religion, democratic,
fascist, communist, socialist ideologies, etc.); and in terms of hypothetically
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outstanding features of the historical moment or period in which the poet
or poets live (for example:.--in our time-World Wars I and II, depression,
inflation, deflation, New Deal, etc.). I stress "hypothetical," because the'
sociology of knowledge (which has begun to develop the difference between
immanent and transcendent interpretation and the implications of each)
. has made it clear that we must be very careful when positing social. deter- '
rriinants or categories of. determinants and that much of earlier intellectual
or social or ~ltural history has been largely intuitive and arbitrary: we are
only now beginniJ;lg ~o accustom ourselves to the fact that the interpreter
himself lives in a given society at a given time and has a given culture, all of
which co-determine his own interpretations of others. But enough of hints
at theoretical and methodological difficulties whicli, however, lead to the
fourth mode of deilling with experiin~ntal poetry, wr~ting about the way to
write about it.
This mode, in the present context, is a partia~ justifiCation of my conception. It will be noted tha~ this conception has several'implications (and
surely, I am not aware of all of them).. One is the distinction between
unscientific and scientific modes of dealing with experimental poetry-the
first mode mentioned above being unscientific, and. the second and third
being, at least potentially, scientific. Of course, the first-exemplificatiqn~
alone makes interpretation possible. But why do I advocate scientific iriter~:
pretation? Here, ~e two relevant characteristics of "scientific" are,fitst,
the utmost degree of awareness and doubt in intellectual endeavors of
which a given individual is capable-of secularization, if you will, or of
~"naturalism"; and, second, the belief in the value of such awareness. I
advocate this awareness and this belief in its value because I think acting
upon them guarantees a greater clarity in dealing with experimental poetry,
as with intellectual matters .in general, than ~oes following any other
method. For iqstance, awareness of the differences among, and the implications of, the three modes of dealing with experimental poetry (implications not all clear to me and, much less, all indicated here) enables us to
redefine documents in their terms, that is, specifically, to recognize mixed
interpretations, or to avoid taking literally an interpretation which is but
a. wording of experimental poetry: in short, it enables us to go beyond
impression and opinion and subsequently to arrive ·at agreement. Why,
finally, do I value agreement reached through clear argumentation?, Because I share, the belief of many that there is "trouble" in this world, and
. that part of this trouble is due to confusion in locating and appraising intellectual phenomena, (including confusion in language)~and that what hope
there is of overcoming this confusion lies in systematic questioning and in
the continuous atte.mpt to discover what we actually live by, not in covering
up, glossing over, declaring sacred, or proclaiming sacred cow.
So much for one implication. Another, closely related, is the antici-
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pation of some objections. The various objections to the general background of my interpretive schema just outlined: cannot be dealt with here,
for lack of time, space, and pertinence to the specific topic under discussion.
But as regards the schema itself, both certain poets and certain scientists
wjll object to it directly. Some poets.will find me a snooper or ridicule me
as they will any person who ventures to suggest that rational analysis can
"get at" the "essence" of poetic produc~ion. If so, it ought to be .emphasized
that their attitude is an important datum for interpretation-an emphasis
which illustrates the inescapability of sociology. Some scientists concerned
with the interpretation of intellectual matters, that is, social scientists, will
think I am making much theoretical noise about nothing-as if experimental
poetry were important in a world. of the atom. bomb, power struggles, and
other major questions; or they will shy away from the difficulties of extending sociological analysis to intellectual phenomena hitherto hardly exposed
to it. If so, it ought to be emphasized'that their attitude is not only likewise an important datum for interpreting them (and thus it, too, illustrates
the inescapability of sociology, in this case the phenomenon of backfiring)
but, what is more important in the present context (if we thing of the exemplification and immanent-interpretation parts of the schema), such an attitude, if juxtaposed with the best of poetry, experimental or otherwise,
appears as "naive" and one-sided as that of the poets mentioned above; it
appears petty, frustrated, out-of-the-world (of poetry); in short, as comparea
with the swiftness, boldness, and depth of poetry (the best), science is
challenged by the inescapability of poetry and art in general: a statement
which I am not making for the sake of symmetrical argument, but with
great sincerity and seriousness. Nor do I believe that in talking of the poets
and scientists referred to I am envisaging straw men.
I am quite aware that the battery of interpretations suggested is exceedingly difficult to put into practice, is beset with pitfalls, and asks for abundant labors. Also, I know of no demonstr~tion of it which approximates
anywhere nearly the thoroughness which this schema calls for. In other
words, it is largely new, though mainly so in its formulation. It should
furthermore be noted that for most purposes it need not be fully implemented since most purposes are partial and hence call for selective, rather
than "complete," interpretations. Examples of such partial interpretafions,
both immanent and transcendent, are of course numerous; to mentIOn a
recent transcendent interpretation, Saul Rosenzweig's analysis of Henry
James in terms of an accident in James's youth comes to mind. But as we
. think along the lines indicated, shortcuts will be found, -that is. methods
based on the ascertainment of uniformities, as has been true in the history of
other .disciplines. Finally, it should be emphasized that the interpretive
schema proposed invites the experimentation with whatever methods of
interpretation have ~een developed by literary criticism, philology, history,
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sociqlogy, psychology, cultural anthropology, as well as with' any other
methods which suggest themselves as h~uristic tools for enhancing out
understanding.
.I am now abandoning the· fourth mode-writing about how to deal with
experimental poetry-to conclude with a few remarks, ,of an even ~ore sug, gestive and sketchy character, which exemplify the se<:ond and third modes,
that is, which contain elem~nts of both immanent and transcendent interpretation of experimental poetry itself. .
As poems of mine have been printed in Experiment, a magazine avowedly dedicated to experimental poetry, I suppose I am an experiIp.ental poet.
. I must add, however, that I do not know enough about poetry to be able
always to. distinguish between a poem and an experimental poem-yet
perhaps enough to be uncertain as to whether such distinction can always
. be, made,. Rather, it.seems to me, fCexpe~imental poet~" is an attitude
which does not unavoidably find recognizable expression in its (poetic)
products.. I do not know, either, whether this attitude, or its expression,
will help to make the role of poetry as a cultural force or &he poet as a
social type more important in our c~lture and society than they are today
and have been for a long time. But I am inclined to believe that the transcendent interpretation of the experimental poet as a type goes further in
explaining his emergence and his characteristics than does mere-fCunaided"immanent interpretation.. 1 would 'say that the experimental poet is a
person disturbed and l:onfused by certain aspects of our time; a person groping about-experimenting-where nothing· is certain; seizing upon philosophies, poetries, trends, currents, fads, schools, forms, to make them, if he can,
bases for (re) orientation. If this characterization is true even of only some
experimental poets, there is the possibility, if not the hope, . that experi. ~ental poetry will amount to more' than -did some intellectual curiosa of
the twenties and thirties and forties; that it will have constructive significance' of sorts.
Experimental poetry belongs in the general historical situation which
has been expressed and analyzed in innumerable books, beginning, perhaps,
with Nietzsche or even Kierkegaard, and certainly not ending with the diagnoses of Professors Mannheim, Drucker, Sorokin, Burnham, and many
others. There is, refresh4J,g hope in the very fact that these diagnoses,
whe~er the experimental poet is a~are of them or not and ho~ever much
they sharpen and enrich his sensitivity, cannot relieve him of hiS groping:
as a type, he.is, if more confused, more profound and more ambitious than
the prose writers, and not the philosophers and social scientists only. (The
, inescapability of poetry.) To him, as Christian ~orgenstem similarly
remarked to himself, ~the gesture (at the same time desultory, exuberant,
and humble) is the ..A0ped-for source of ce~tainties and thus,' eventually, of
a culture as .he saps ·and synthesizes
it out of his habi~t.
.
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The incidental mention of some names with which the experimental
poet, since he lives at a given historical moment, has to count in one way
or another, lends itself to show that the often heard or implied contrast
between poetic tradition and e.xperimental poetry is untenable as an
explanatory frame of reference. Tradition, including poetic tradition, is a
historical given, but not in the sense of a homogeneous block which the
experimental poet opposes or to which he adds, but in the se~se of a storehouse of specific human experiences which he has and knows are at his
disposal. Yet wha~ he selects from among its contents is largely and in many
different ways determined for him. (Hence the possibility of intra-poetic
as well as of parts ofsocio-cultural interpretation.) Hazarding a hypothesis,
1 should say' that symbolism, with its rediscovery of the symbolic aspects of
the world and subsequent creation. routinization, and acceptance of a new
attitude-poetic as well as diffused beyond poetry-is the most important
forerunner of experimental poetry with its rediscovery of the "quest for
certainty" and subsequent creation, routinization. and acceptance of what,
for the most part, is yet to come. For there is an intensification of the
quest for certainty (poetic, social, econ~mic, political, international) from
the Grilnderjahre.. when the yet pregnant tradition of symbolism was conceived, to our totalitarian or fascist or managerial epoch, in which uexperi~
mental poetry" received. at least, its tag.

NOTES TOWARD A MARXIST 'CRITICISM
Thomas McGrath
left-wing writing has been lost in the horse latitudes. The
changing social pressures and historical conditions which during the war
years shifted our consciousness from national to foreign politics is one of
the reasons for this. The class consciousness of the 'thirties was partially
. d$ssipated by the rising standards of living, full employment, and the
necessity for unity against external fascism. The period of the ·thirties
and the depression (which some had seen as a parallel to 1917 or at least
to 1905, in Russia) turned out to be htlTdly more than a recapitulation of
the ~ arodniki movement. The fact that the class struggles of the period
did not reach their hoped-for fruition and that the tide of the working_class movement began to recede was reflected in literature by a reawakened
interest in the problems of the individual in isolation or by themes which
seemed to have little relationship to §odal ~onditions. Such a shift in literary interest was conditioned primarily by historical and social forces-which
might be called "unconscious" forces-, and these were felt most strongly by
those writers whose roots were in the middle class (or who were udeclassed"
in the sense that the middle-class intellectual most generally is or attempts
IN RECENT YEARS
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to be). This shift was most sharply revealed at the time of the fall of the
Spanish Republic. This was the final qllantitative change which sent a
whole host of liberal writers away from social themes and away from the
labor movement: Comparable results-to borrow another example from
Russian history-followed the defeat of the 1905 revolution. Another
example of similar phenome~a is the attitude of many English Romantics
to the last stages of the French Revolution and the rise of Napoleon.
A second reason for malfunctioning in the literary left is the result of
incorrect or incomplete or dogmatic' applications of Marxism to the theory
of literary productivity. This second factor is perhaps the more important
of the two, since, unlike the first case, the causes fot failure canr:ot be
assigned to blind historical processes, but are the result at least in' part of the
consciousness and reason, however faulty these latter processes may have
heen.
The great value of Marxism is that it sees literature not in isolationas is the, c~e wi$ most bourgeois critics or historians-but as primarily a
_ ,social product, the result of objective historical con~itions which can be
tagged and analyze~. The trap, which many Marxists have dug for themselves is that they "forget" that, while Cl. literary move~ent such as nineteenth-century English' Romanticism is the product mainly' of economic
and political processes of that peri , .ere are also many secondary causes
which exist in the form of carry ve;rs,'either in direct or modified form, of
ideologies and attitudes common to earlier eras. T:pis "intellectual lag" is
- apparent in society at any time to a greater or less' degree-strongest in a
period of social stability when the class struggle is dormant, and tending
to disappear, at, least for the attacking class, during periods of class strife
and revolution. So strong is this 'tendency to carry over from the past outmoded traditions; institutions, and ideas, that Thorstein Veblen has said,
perhaps with some exaggeration, 'that by the time an institution has been
established, the situation which brought' it into ~xistence has already disappeared. And yet the Marxist critics go on forgetting that this condition is
strongest precisely among writers (even excluding clerics and educators,
who are the professional grave-tenders of ideas), partly because of writers'
class position-mosi 0.£ them being consciously or unconsciously representatives of the bourgeoisie-and partly because their function in society makes
them citizens of the whole r~alm of ideas, past and present, and make~ them,
as it were, the conti~uator of literary traditions of e~lier periods.
A thit:d element w~ich Marxists have generally neglected is the personal
or psychological one. While masses react to a condition in ways which may
be readily described" or summed up in the form of a theory or'social law,
the fact remains that individuals do not all react alike and, while consciousness is a product of society, the literary man being first an intellectual is
subject to conditioning from forces and times outside the immediate social
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situation. Since he is generally of the bourgeoisie, these-what we might
call ideological forces-act upon him more powerfully 'than they would upon
a worker at the point of class struggle, where the latter has. less room for
maneuver and less chance of exposure to these cultural forces.
The failure to recognize these three powerful elements in the conditioning of any writer, and especiaHy of the bourgeois liberal, has often
resulted in a lopsided undialectical critical apparatus which weakens the
appraisal of much of modern literature. Its effect is not only felt analytically,. where this .type of criticism-which constitutes nothing less than an
attempt at "revision" of Marxist criteria-has cast false lights upon certain
literary fields and figures. It has also had a deadening effect upon the writer
himself where a narrow emphasis upon the relationship of the left-wing
writer to the needs of the day-to-day struggle has often resulted, in a subordination of his work to the most narrow aspects of that struggle and a consequent thinning out of the writer's own experience. What happens here is
what has happened to the whole concept of social consciousness.
The idea of social consciousness should be a valuable one for any
writer, since it indicates a direction for him and a fUl'ction for the writer
generally; but the concept of social consciousness has with many of these
revisionist critics been narrowed down to a point where it constitutes little
more. than political consdousness, and political consciousness only in a
short-term or tactical sense at that. If we assume that the function of art is
, to communicate experience, we must also assume, if we are to consider the
experience dialectically, that it will be composed of the most' discrete,
opposite, and conflicting elements, if it is to be whole. This is not to say
that the experience will be a negative or "neutral" one in the sense that it
is a unity wherein conflicts have reaep.ed the point of stasis, have "worn
themselves out," or have been cleverly stacked and balanced to avoid judgment and create the kind of fastidious irony which has been so fashionable
in certain circles, of which John Crowe Ransom and the Southern postFugitive school may be taken as examples.! With the revolutionary writer,
the experience is saved from this negative quality by class consciousness,
which is, with this writer, a part of social consciousness which enriches his
work and gives it direction. This cl:u's' consciousness is certainly "political"
as well, but it-is political from the strategic, long-range point of view and
1 This must not be t~ken as a judgment against the use of irony in poetry nor as a
wholesale condemnation of the work of Ransom, Tate, and especially Robert Penn Warren.
Actually irony (except "romantic irony" which is only sentimentalism with english on it)
always acts to toughen and give inner structural power to writing. This does not define
irony, which is so complex and has so many faces that to attempt to do so would require
too 'much space. But it would seem that irony must not be regarded or used as a device.
If it is so used it may strengthen a poem (especially its "texture" or "surface") but, used
thus, it imposes great limitations. It is within these limitations that much of Ransom's
work moves. Most of this work is minor (perhaps consciously so) in scope. But inside
the imposed tolerances it is perfect.
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has nothing in common with the extremely narrow and~ sectarian "politics"
of those revisionists who would tail~r every~ liter¥y experience to the tactical
demands of the moment.
On- the q~estion of social consciousness, taken at its broadest, it is worth
pointing out that here left-wing writers have ,absolutely no monopoly.
There are' many cases of bourgeois or even reactio~ary writers who, as a
result of the depth of their intelligence and the absolute honesty with which
they wrote (that is to say, in other terms, as a -result of things they were
forced to see and' understand b~cause of their relationship to the social ,
struggle), have managed to create wbrks where social consciousness tremendously adds to and strengthens and gives clarityi(frd depth to their creation.
This was what caused the enormous admitatioii which, as is well known,
Marx felt for Balzac, a man who was in no sense politically progressive, !?ut
whose politics may be taken as very nearly the opposite of those of Marx.
The only way it is possible to und~rstand Marx's great admiration for Balzac
is, as Marx himself says, that Balzac's work presen~ such an honest and
accurate picture of the impact of the totality of life at that period upon his
characters. Another example is the admiration which Lenin felt for the
great Russian writers of the nineteenth century, ,who he felt could not be
compared to any writer of the time. What both of these exa~ples
indicate is that social consciousness, .if i~ approaches being complete, is in
itself a powerful, progressive, or even revolutionary thing. Coming into
our own tin:le it is worth pointing out that, by these criteria,' a poem such
as "The Wasteland" of T. S. Eliot, which has been the butt of attack by
manY·.so-called Marxist so-called critics, iS,among other things a very power£tilly focused and expressed communication of the failure of bourgeois
values in the present stage of society, and in this sense certainly has revolutionary implications. Ii represents a· social consciousness which i~olates
and then relates some' of the principal problems in values of the modern
intellectual. It is, with all its echoes and allusions, a storehouse of literary
tradition, although it must be admitted it is a storehouse where ~verything
may. not be' completely in order. And, last of all, it is a very powerful
communication of personal attitude and. eXPerience wherein is registered
the impact of certain social conditions on the personality of the writer.
What is true of Eliot is true in varying degrees of P~oust, Joyce, D.H.
LaWrence, and others~ In fact,. we may take it almost as an axiom that a
peri~'d of the b~eak-up of accepted values of the .bourgeoisie is certain to
.gene~te the most profC?und kind of social consciousness in this broad sense
among bourgeois writers. While it is true that their class position. often
results in their turning backward in attitudes of negation or in the espousal
of reactionary and fascist ideas, nevertheless this must be said of much of
their writing, that it is. a profound record of a society or a section of society,
and in this sense, no matter what their class position or their subsequent
,
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political orientations, these are works of art and will stand. And while
shunning their negations and their retreats into obscurantism and fascism,
the left-wing writer has much to learn from their methods: in enriching
the content of his own writing and making his communication as complex,
complete, and artistic. His own class consciousness will insure him against
the reactionary attitudes of the boupgeois writer and enable him, in adclition
to his primary job of communiCation, to "make action urgent and its nature
clear:' This is what the left-wing writer must learn. Ancl the revisionist
critia must learn to let him alone.
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